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NACA FM L531C20

NATIONAL ADVISORY C!CMMITTEEFOR AERONAUTICS

RESEARCH MEMORANDUM

FLIGHT INSTIGATION OF 5 ROLLING EFFECTIVENESS

OF FINGERED SEMAPHORE SPOILERS ON A TAPERED

47 SWEFTBACK WING BETWEEN MACE

NUMBERS 0.6 AND1.3

By James D. Church

A free-flight investigation of a fingered semaphore spoiler and an
equivalent solid spoiler configuration has been conducted to determine
some effects of spoiler projection, porosity, and chordwise position on
the rolling effectiveness and drag of the spoiler arrangements through
the range of Mach nuniberfrom 0.6 to 1.3. The wings were swept back 45°
along the quarter-chord line, had an aspect ratio of 3.56, a taper ratio
of 0.30, end NACA 64AO07 airfoil sections parallel to the free stresm
Both the solid and fingered spoiler-systems tested extended from 30 to
70 percent of the wing semispan end were located along a line of constant
wing thickness. Test results indicated that the fingered semaphore
spoilers had less rolling effectiveness and drag than the solid spoiler
configuration. Variation of the rolling effectiveness and drag of the
fingered semaphore spoilers with projection was nearly linear at mibsonic
and supersonic speeds for spoiler deflections up to approximately 45°.
At these speeds, deflections larger than 450 resulted in little change in
effectiveness.

INTRODUCTION

Fast studies of effectiveness, hinge moment, and aeroelastic effects
of spoilers indicate the possible use of this device as a low-force lat-
eral control for high-speed aircraft. (See refs. 1 to 7.) In addition,
these data show that spoiler porosity and sweepback canbe utilized to
reduce the time lag, yaw magnitude, and loss in effectiveness with angle-
of-attack characteristics of spoiler controls. Unpublished preliminary
flight tests also indicate that spoiler porosity advantageously affects
the linearity of spoiler hinge moments. The rolling effectiveness and
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drag of a fingered semaphore spoiler configuration evolved from these
studies has been investigated through the use of rocket-powered models

—
#

by the Langley Pilotless Aircraft Research Division.

Some effects of spoiler projection, porosity, and chordwise positlo~
on rolling effectiveness and drag of this spoiler cotiiguration were
obtained by experiment or comparison for a range of Mach nunber from 0.6

—

to 1.3. Damping in roll was determined for the tapered sweptback wing
having an NACA 64AO07 airfoil section used in these tests. In addition,
some of the effects of roll helix angle
cient were found.

These results are presented herein
theory and other rocket-model data.
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SYMBOLS

on spoiler rolling-momnt coeffi-

.-
and are compared with linear

diameter of’circle generated by wing tips, 2;56 ft

span of basic spoiler slot, 0.400b/2

spanwise distance, measured from and normal to model center
line, ft

local wing chord measured parallel to model-center line, ft

wing chord at midsp&n of basic spoiler slot, 0.720 ft

wing mean aerodynamic chord, 0.789 ft

total frontal area of spoilers on one wing semispan dove wing
surface, measured perpendicular to free stresm, sq ft

maximum spoiler height above wing, measured normal to wing
chord plane, ft —

spoiler height in percent chord

spoiler deflection, measured in plane of spo~lers and normal -
to wing chord plane (spoileron upper surface when wing on
right side looking forward), deg

area of three wings measured to model center line, 2.77 sq ft

wing aspect ratio, 3b2/2s = 3.56

—
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pb/2V

Cb

e

c z~

.

wing taper ratio
line), 0.30

(ratio of tip chord to chord at model center

average incidence of tmee wings, measured in plane normal to
wing chord plane and parallel to free stream, deg

concentrated couple, applied near wing tip in plane parallel
to free streau and normal to wing chord plane, ft-lb

angle of twist produced by m at my station along wing span,
measured parallel to plane of m, radians

wing torsional flexibility parameter, radians/ft-lb

moment of inertia about longitudinal axis, slug-f-t2

nonaerodynamic torque, lb-ft

Mach n~er

dynamic pressure, lb/sq ft

free-stresm veloci*, ft/sec

Reynolds nuniberbased on wing mean aerodynamic chord

rolling velocity, radians/see

rolling acceleration, dp/dt, radians/sec2

wing-tip helix angle, radians

Drag
drag coefficient, —

qs

incremental drag coefficient of three spoilers (one per wing)

RollirolJ_ing-momentcoefficient, ng mment

qbS

damping-in-roll derivative of wing-body corribinationper

radian, (5 . 00) = *
Apb/2V

spoiler rolling-moment coefficient,

Totsl rolling moment producedby all spoilers
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Subscripts:

o out-of-trim component

1 sustainer-on flight

—.

b

. . -.

2 coasting flight —

MODELS AND TESTS

The models used in this investigation, with the exception of wing
design and addition of’spoilers, were identical with the three-winged
vehicles of references 8 and 9. Wch body consisted of a cylindrical
wooden fuselage with a spinsonde nose section and an internal sustainer
rocket motor with four canted nozzles to produce torque. The solid
aluminum-alloy wings were swept back 45.10 along the quarter-chord line,
had an aspect ratio of 3.56, a taper ratio of 0.30, NACA 64AO07 airfoil
sections parallel to the free stresm, and a spoiler location along a line
of constant wing thickness. Figure 1 gives the geometric details of the
wing-body combination and the spanwise and chordwise positions of the
basic spoiler slot. Illustrations of a typical test vehicle prior to
launching are shown in figure 2.

—

—

d-

The spoilers tested in this investigation were formed from aluminum- ●

alloy blanks machined to represent fingered s.emaphore-~e spoilers with
deflections of 200, 45°, 650, and 90°. One model’s wings were slotted

—

to duplicate the gap configuration that WOu3.dresult ti.om~ a@icati~ ._ ..-:
of the tested spoiler arrangement to a full-scale movable spoiler system
at a deflection of 9@. In siiditionja solid spoiler tidel was con- ‘
strutted. Sketches of some of-the spoiler types are presented in fig-

—

ure 3, and photographs of two of the Wng-s@iler combinations are shown
in figure 4. Details of an individual fingered spoiler are illustrated
in figure 5. For the purpose of comparing the fingered semaphore spoiler
with the solid spoiler, spoiler deflection was resolved into the maximum
spoiler height and the total frontal area shown in figure 6.

Average values of the wing torsional flexibility are plotted in fig-
—

ure 7 as the variation of the parameter 0/m with wing span.

A booster-rocket system propelled the models to alfach number of
about 0.6 at which point the model-booster ctibinatlons”separated; the

..

sustainer motors then accelerated the models to a Mach-numiberof approxi-
mately 1.4. During the sustainer-on and coasting portions of the flights,
a CW Doppler radar set measured the vehicle’s flight-path velocities and ●

accelerations, ad a tracking radar set determined the model’s position
in space. Rolling-velocity and acceleration measurements were obtained .
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by means of special radio equipment. Atmospheric data over the required
altitude range were measured by radiosondes.

Typical variations of Reynolds nuniberand dynsmic pressure tith Mach
nuniberfor both the sustainer-on and coasting portions of the flights of
all models we presented in figure 8. The msximum deviation from the
mean value of Reynolds number at any given Mach nuder was of the order

of t6 x 105, whereas the corresponding deviation for the dynamic pressure
was about tl~ lb/sq ft.

REDUCTION-OF DATA AND ACCURACY

The technique presented herein is basically an extension of the
method used in reference 8, where a known nonaerod=ic forcing moment
producing roll was used with measurements of model inertia, Mach nuder,
and rolling veloci~ to yield the dsmping-in-roll derivative

c% by
equating the moments acting on the model in sustainer-on and coasting
flight.

h the present tests, the data obtained from each model’s flight were
reduced to drag coefficient and rolling effectiveness pb/2V in the man-
ner of reference 10. The pb/2V vslues so obtained were corrected for
the effects of wing incidence im resulting from construction tolerances

by the method outlined in reference 11. Rolling-moment coefficients due
to the three spoilers of each model c1s were obtained by using these

corrected pb/2V values in conjunction with the measured
C?P

data from

the slotted wing configuration in the following manner: the ;ingle degree
of freedom-in-roll eqyation for sustainer-on flight, where the owt-of-
trim component c-LO is asswned negligible because of the iu correction

just mentioned, yields

Solving equation (1) for cZq gives

(1)

(2)
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and, similarly, C2S for coasting flight becomes

IXJ2
CZS2 = — .

p2b

~bS C!pq (3)

The reliability of this method of obtaining spoiler rolling-moment
coefficients is based on the assumptions that spoiler.projectionin no
way affects c~ and that C!z varies linearly with p. Possible adverse

effects of the ;ormer assumption are dealt with in the section entitled
“Results and Discussion,” and effects of the latter assumption are ade.~.
quately covered in reference 8. Figure 9 presents t~ical variations of
the parameters used in the solution of equations (2) and (3) over the
range of Mach number investigated. ...

The Czn values obtained for the slotted wing configuration that

were used inrthe preceding equations for determining spoiler rolling-
moment coefficients were determined by using the eq&tion

/\. \
{4)

A detailed description of this method of evaluating C“; canbe found -

in reference 8.

Although the accuracy of the values of Czs calculated by using -

eqpations (2) and (3) depends on the out-of~trim corrections for pb/2V
described previously, the value of

Cb
determinedly equation (4) is

independent of this factor if the assumption is made &at CIO is con-

stant with variations in pb/2V at a given Mach number.

a

.,

b

--

.-

.

—

.

*

b

—

●

.
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The accuracy of the test parameters smd the components necessary to
their determination is estimated from previous experience and mathemati-
cal analysis to be within the following limits:

Variable lSubsonicl Supersonic

T/q,cuft . . . . .
M . . . . . . . . .
pb/2V, radians . . .
CD. . . . . . ,. .

c%””””””””
Czs . . . . . . . .

*00003
*. 010
*.a23
*.003
i-*020

*. 0010

*O.001
*. 005
*.002
*.002

*.010

Although these estimations apply to the absolute value of the quan-
tities, in computations involving sensitivity (rate of change of a vaxi-
able with Mach nrmiber)possible errors can be considered to be roughly
one-half as large as those shown. References 8 and 10 give a more com-
plete analysis of the origin of sources of error in the determination of
the test variables, The probable errors in the measurements of ~ and
h/c are iO.0~ and~O.CK)05, respectively.

No aeroelastici~ corrections have been applied to the presented
results since reference 7 indicates that wings having torsional stiff-
nesses of the order shown in figure 7 are not subject to large aero-
elastic effects because of spoilers.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Rolling Effectiveness

The results from the coasting flights of this investigation are pre-
sented in the form of variations of pb/2V and @ with Mach number in

figure 10. Before discussing the figure, two flight irregulsrxLtiesmust
be mentioned: nsmely, reliable drag data for mcdel 5 were not obtained,
and no data were obtained for most of the second model’s (5 . 200)
coasting flight because of a structural failure shortly after sustainer
burnout. The latter occurrence necessitated the use of sustainer-on data
for this flight as a gpalitative measure of effectiveness for the low
spoiler projections. The values of pb/2V shown in figure 10 for this
model were computed using Czsl obtained from equation (2) for sustainer-

on flight to yield the steady-state roll with the torque term remved.
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Apparent from figure 10 is the large transonic reduction in effec-
tiveness encounteredby all spoilers except the 20° fipgered condition. b–

Although the solid spoiler maintained a substantial msrgin of effective-
ness over the fingered,configurations in the subsonic---region,it had a
larger percentage reduction at transonic and supersonic speeds. &Jo~
evident from figure 10 is the relatively small chsmge in effectiveness
for fingered spoiler deflections much larger than 45°.

— —.
—

An effect of spoiler chordwise position cs.nbe g@ned from figure lJ
where the data for model 6 are compared with the results of reference 7.
These reference data were obtained for a solid spoiler configuration simi- ‘- ‘--
lar to that of the present test but located s30ng the 0.7c position as
opposed to the location shown in figure 1 by using a methd described in ““ . ._
the stiject report which utilizes plots of pb/2V against spoiler span-
wise location at various Mach numbers. Although the wing of the refer-
ence tests was slightly different from that used for this investigation
(A =4.00; A= 0.60; NACA 65Ao06 airfoil section), it is felt that these
data primarily reflect the difference in spoiler chorjlwiselocation.

The solid spoiler of the present test had a variation of effectiveness
with Mach number that was less than that of reference 7 except between Mach
nunibers0.76 and 0.92; this result is consistent with past experience of the
effect of forward chordwise movement of spoilers. Although a direct corre- -
lation of the two investigationswith regard to magnitude would beef dubi-
ous value because of the manner in which the data of reference 7 were “tied,”

-.

the data indicate that forward chordwise movement of the spoiler, in gen- “
eral, resulted in less effectiveness. .-

Figure 12 has been prepsred to illustrate better_the useful range of
spoiler deflections with regsrd to linearity for the fingered semaphore-
type spoiler arrangement. With the exception of M ==l.O, spoiler deflec-
tions up to values approaching 45° yielded near linear changes in effec-
tiveness over the speed range tested. Larger deflections exhibited a
pronounced loss in effectiveness per unit spoiler defection otierthe
entire Mach ntier range. It shouldbe noted that the possibility of- ‘- “-”-
reversal in effectiveness for the low spoiler projec~ons was not”inves-
tigated; however, the shape of the curves indicates that this phenomenon

—

would be restricted to spoiler deflections much less than 200 and to the
trsnsonic speed region. .- — .-

The reduction in pb/2V from the solid to the fingered spoiler sys-
tem is more apparent in figure 12 than in f+yre 10. For example, at a
spoiler deflection of 26.5°, where the maximum heightk o“f“theffigetid

—

and solid spoilers are equal, the loss in pb/2V due to porosity was
approximately 61 percent at subsonic and @_ percent at supersonicspeeds

—

for a corresponding frontal-area reductionof 69 percent. Notewortm-is
4

the possibility of decreasing this loss by increasi~-”the number 6f f~n-
gered spoilers per basic wing slot. Unpublished wind=tunnel data indicate ~=
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that increasing the nunber of spoiler paddles from 6 to 11 by the intro-
duction of another row of spoilers in the existing spaces between the
original paddles (this system is referred ta as double-row spoilers)
raises the level of effectiveness to values approaching that of the
solid configuration.

Drag

A drag comparison of data from reference 9 with the slotted wing con-
figuration of the present test (see fig. 10) shows the maximum increase in
drag coefficient due to the wing gaps that would result from an applica-
tion of the tested spoiler arrangement to a full-scale movable spoiler
system to be about 0.003. Inasnmch as the effects of spoiler chordwise
location, porosity, and projection are more readily apparent when incre-
mental drag coefficient is employed, figures 11 and 13 are presented.
Since the thickness corrections to the data of reference 9 are at best
only approximations, the results of model 1 were used to reduce the data
of figure 10 to ~.

The drag data of reference 7 shown in figure 11 were obtained in a
msmner similsr to that described for pb/2V. Again the interpolated data

+ of reference 7 are not of sufficient accuracy to justify comnent on the
relative magnitude of the two investigations beyond the obvious remark
that a comparison of the solid spoiler of the present test with that of

● reference 7 shows that forwsrd chordwise movement of the spoiler resulted
in consistently higher values of ~.

For the six Mach numbers shown in figure 13 a decrease of approxi-
mately ~ to 60 percent in the drag due to spoiler deflection occurred
from the solid to the fingered spoiler system at the correlation deflec-
tion of 26.50. With regard to the linesri@ of MD, it is apparent that

the fingered spoilers had a more nearly linear Vsriation of MD than
pb/2V with spoiler deflection for the ssxuedeflection range at the”~x
Mach nmibers shown.

Wing Damping in Roll

The application of equation (4) to the results frcm the slotted-wing
model yielded the curve for

C?P
shown in figure 14. A comp~ison of

this curve with the curve for cZp from reference 9 for a plain wing of

similar plan form indicates that the wing gaps of the test configuration
e have little or no effect on Czp. The correlation of subsonic theory

corrected for compressibility (ref. 12) with the present test appears
. very good insofar as predicting the variation with Mach number of the
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parameter; however, a constant overestimate of about 0.06 exists. AS
could be anticipated, the supersonic uniplamar linearized theory (ref. 13) .
yields a poor estimate of C

%
for the type of plan sozm tested for _

reasons such as the speed region, three-fin arrangement employed, wing
flexibility, wing-body interference, and other considerations.

Rolling-Moment Coefficient —

The results of equations (2) and (3) for eight Mach nuxibersare
shown in figure 15. The apparent scatter at any one spoiler deflection
represents incremental differences in spoiler effectiveness due to
an increase in pb/2V from coasting to sustainer-on flight caused by

——

the torque nozzles; increases in pb/2V are such as to increase the
roll helix angle in a direction that blankets the flow over the spoile”rs.
Ymportant is the negligible change in CZ8 caused by-changes in pb/2V

of the order of 0.02 to 0.07 radian for all spoilers at all Mach num-
bers shown except 0.95 smd 1.O.- This fact “showsthat ’littleerror should ‘“ –
result from using the calculated values of pb/2V for mcxiel2 in the sec-
tion on “Rolling Effectiveness.” (See figs. 10 and 12.) Although the
relatively large change in CZ8 due to pb/2V at transonic speeds tends -1

to reduce the loss in effectiveness in this-speed re@”on, the sbility of *
—

the spoilers to produce roll at various”ro~ing velocities is greatly
obscured because the effects on effectiveneisj time lag> ~d w~g-fioPPi% _
caused by the spoilers are inseparable by virtue of the technique utilized ‘ “~
to obtain CZS.

The validity of the preceding results is dependeri%on the assumptio~””-“-” ~~
of an invariant value of C

%
with the addition of spoilers. If the —

—- .
spoilers produce an effect similar to sm addition in wing thiclmess,
reference 14 shows that in the transonic region some wing-dro~ing may
r~ult. Thus, the effect of spoilers on C~ should .be approximately

constant at all speeds with possibly a small bump near M = 1.0. Although :
the foregoing result is not rigorous, the magnitude of any change in C2P , “

due to the spoilers would have to be very large to invalidate the trends- .-~ ‘~
shown in figure 15.

-.

The loss in effectiveness due to porosi.~ is strikingly obvious in
figure 15; for example} this loss is approximately & percent at subsonic
speeds and 67 percent at supersonic speeds at the corrglatiog deflection
of 26.50. Thus, the evahation of CZ6 shows the loss in effectiveness

to be more nearly a direct function of the area reduction than for the ““ , _.
pb/2V comparison. The CZ8 variation with deflection for the fingered —

.
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spoilers is approximately linear for deflections from 00 to 450, becoming.
nonlinesr above this deflection range as was the case for pb/2V. (See
fig. 12.) In the interest of maintaining the sense of the Czs chsnge

with pb/2V and of regaining the effectiveness lost by both porosi~
and forward chordwise position, the use of fingered semaphore spoilers
in a dotile row (such as to produce a solid saw-toothed area) nesrer
the 0.7 chord that was previously mentioned is suggested.

CONCLUSIONS

A rocket-model investigation has been made of both a fingered sema-
phore and a solid spoiler system mounted along a line of constant wing
thickness. The test wings were swept back 45° along the quarter-chord
line, had an aspect ratio of 3.56, a taper ratio of 0.30, and NACA 64AO07
airfoil sections parsllel to the free stream. The following conclusions
are presented:

1. The fingered semaphore spoiler had less rolling effectiveness
and drag than the solid spoiler configuration.

.
2. Variation of the rolling effectiveness for the fingered semaphore

spoiler with spoiler projection was linear for deflections up to approxi-
+ mately 450 at subsonic and supersonic speeds. At these speeds, deflec-

tions larger thsn k5° resulted in little change

3. Fingered, semaphore spoiler drag varied
deflection over the deflection rsnge from 0° to
range tested.

4. All spoiler rolling-moment coefficients

in effectiveness.

linearly with spoiler
shout 45° for the speed

were apparently unaffected
by roll-helix-angle variations except at transonic speeds.

5. Comparison of the present results with other rocket-model data
(for a similar configuration) indicated that forward chordtise movement
of the spoiler along the wing chord decreased the rolMnn effectiveness
and increased the drag of the solid spoiler configuration.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Comnittee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, %., Novetier 6, 1953.
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